Country-wide rainfall maps from cellular communication networks
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Accurate and timely surface precipitation measurements are crucial for water resources management, agriculture, weather prediction, climate research, as well as ground validation of satellite-based precipitation estimates. However, the majority of the land surface of the earth lacks such data, and in many parts of the world the density of surface precipitation gauging networks is even rapidly declining. This development can potentially be counteracted by using received signal level data from the enormous number of microwave links used worldwide in commercial cellular communication networks. Along such links, radio signals propagate from a transmitting antenna at one base station to a receiving antenna at another base station. Rain-induced attenuation and, subsequently, path-averaged rainfall intensity can be retrieved from the signal’s attenuation between transmitter and receiver. Here, we show how one such a network can be used to retrieve the space–time dynamics of rainfall for an entire country (The Netherlands, \(\sim35,500\) km\(^2\)), based on an unprecedented number of links (\(\sim2,400\)) and a rainfall retrieval algorithm that can be applied in real time. This demonstrates the potential of such networks for real-time rainfall monitoring, in particular in those parts of the world where networks of dedicated ground-based rainfall sensors are often virtually absent.
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The severely declining number of rain gauges in Europe, South America, and Africa [roughly a 50% decline in the period 1989–2006 for GPCC, version 5.0 (1, 2)], as well as in Asia [approximately a 50% decline in number of valid daily reports in the period 2000–2007 for APHRODITE (3)] combined with the very limited extent of the African observation network (4), calls for alternative sources of near-surface rainfall information. Microwave links from operational cellular telecommunication networks may be used for rainfall monitoring (5, 6), potentially over large parts of the land surface of the earth. Along such links, radio signals propagate from a transmitting antenna at one base station to a receiving antenna at another base station (Fig. 1 \textit{Left}). Rain-induced attenuation and, subsequently, path-averaged rainfall intensity can be retrieved from the signal’s attenuation between transmitter and receiver (5–10).

As can be seen from Fig. 2 \textit{Left}, large parts of the land surface of the earth are covered by cellular telecommunication networks (20% in 2007 (11)). These networks have high densities in urban areas and are widely used in developing, newly industrialized, and developed countries. Fig. 2 \textit{Right} shows that cellular telephone coverage coincides with higher population densities. Nowadays, networks cover more than 90% of the world’s population (12), and \(\sim75\%\) of the world’s inhabitants have access to a cellular telephone (13). Because the characteristics of commercial microwave links used worldwide are similar, this indicates the great potential of rainfall monitoring using cellular telecommunication networks. In addition, link-based rainfall estimates could serve as ground validation for or complement satellite retrievals above land, and hold a promise for assimilation in numerical weather prediction and flood forecasting models as well as for comparison with climate models. For countries operating weather radars, another potential benefit of link rainfall data lies in merging with radar rainfall data, in particular to improve rainfall estimates at locations far away from the radar. In general, the number of microwave links in a country will be much larger than the number of automatic, or even daily, rain gauges, providing new opportunities to adjust radar data.

Here, we show how one such commercial cellular communication network can be used to retrieve the space–time dynamics of rainfall for an entire country, based on \(\sim2,400\) links and a rainfall retrieval algorithm that is applicable in real time. Received signal level data were obtained from a commercial microwave link network covering The Netherlands (35,500 km\(^2\)), a densely populated country in Western Europe with almost 17 million inhabitants. The available data are minimum and maximum received powers over 15-min intervals with a precision of 1 dB, based on 10-Hz sampling. A 12-d calibration and a 12-d validation dataset from June to September 2011 are used here. In general, power losses along links are measured and stored by cellular communication companies to monitor the stability of their link networks. At the used radio frequencies, these losses are, apart from free space losses, mainly the result of attenuation by rainfall. Raindrops absorb part of the incident wave and, in addition, scatter some of the energy out of the beam. The resulting attenuation becomes larger for increasing numbers and sizes of the raindrops present along the beam. Fig. 1 \textit{Right} displays the locations of the used commercial microwave links, which are single-frequency links transmitting vertically polarized signals. As can be seen, the links cover a large part of the country, although they are not uniformly distributed. In urban areas, the links are shortest and the link densities are largest. Note that these links represent only part of the microwave link network of one of the three providers in The Netherlands. The total number of link paths in The Netherlands is around 5,000 for this provider and at least 8,000 for all three providers together (compared with \(\sim325\) daily and \(\sim32\) 10-min rain gauges from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute). For many link paths, microwave links measure in both directions. The links typically measure at ten to several tens of meters above the ground, use frequencies ranging from \(\sim13\) to 40 GHz (particularly 37–40 GHz), and have an average length of 3.1 km.
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Results and Discussion

For the used cellular network, the loss of power is inferred from the decrease in received power only, the transmit powers being nearly constant ($\pm 0.2$ dB). The received signal powers have to be corrected before accurate path-averaged rainfall intensities can be obtained. Although signal losses not related to rainfall are often smaller than those during rain, they frequently occur and could result in an overestimation of rainfall intensity when not properly accounted for. Hence, a methodology is applied to remove unwanted signal fluctuations. In addition, a filter is applied to exclude a link when its received power deviates too much from that of the surrounding links over the previous 24 h (Materials and Methods).

Attenuation along the link path is computed from the difference between the corrected signal level and the reference level (6, 8, 14), which is assumed representative of dry weather during the previous 24 h (Materials and Methods).

Mean 15-min path-averaged rainfall intensities are computed from the minimum and maximum attenuation. Part of the decrease in microwave signal power is caused by water films on the antennas, which causes an overestimation of the attenuation, and hence an overestimation of the path-averaged rainfall intensity if not properly accounted for. The rainfall retrieval algorithm includes a correction for this phenomenon. The maximum error caused by changes in specific humidity can be of the same order of magnitude as the quantization error, i.e., 1 dB, for the typical link frequencies used in cellular communication networks worldwide, i.e., 7–40 GHz (15). This error is influenced by the magnitude of the specific attenuation caused by water vapor and the rainfall retrieval relation, both of which are frequency dependent. A gauge-adjusted radar dataset is used to calibrate the microwave link rainfall retrieval algorithm and to validate link-based rainfall maps (Materials and Methods). Note that microwave links will in general not be suitable for measurement of nonmelting solid precipitation (16).

The 15-min link rainfall depths are used to obtain link-based country-wide rainfall maps. For ease in subsequent spatial interpolation, link rainfall depths are assumed to represent point measurements. The middle of each link is assigned the value of the path-averaged 15-min rainfall depth. The 15-min rainfall depths from observed link data are interpolated using ordinary kriging (17) to obtain rainfall maps. Fig. 3 shows a subset of link-based and radar-based country-wide maps of 15-min rainfall depths from September 10, 2011, 1845–2315 hours Coordinated Universal Time.

Fig. 1. Photos and locations of commercial microwave links. (Upper Left) Rainfall attenuates the electromagnetic signals transmitted from the circular antenna of one cellular communication tower to another. (Lower Left) A close-up of two antennas. (Right) Map of The Netherlands with the locations of the used 1,751 link paths from 2,902 commercial microwave links for the validation (black lines).

Fig. 2. World maps of cellular telephone coverage and population density. (Left) Cellular telephone coverage based on data collected by users of an Android application from September 2009 to August 2012 (data provided by opensignal.com). (Right) Population density in 2000 (adjusted to match United Nations totals). Data were taken from Gridded Population of the World, Version 3 (28).
is highly relevant for areas lacking weather radar and/or rain gauge data.

The 15-min link rainfall maps from the 12-d validation data set are accumulated to daily rainfall maps and compared with the radar-based accumulations in Fig. S1. Note that radar provides complete coverage with one observation per 1 km² every 5 min, whereas the link network provides observations of on average 1,514 link paths on a 15-min basis with an average length of 3.1 km. Although radar reveals more spatial detail in the daily rainfall depths, the rainfall patterns of the different observational systems correspond closely for most days. The quality of the 12 daily link-based rainfall maps is confirmed by Fig. 4 (Left): The bias is almost zero, the coefficient of variation (CV) (i.e., the ratio of the SD of the differences to the mean radar rainfall depth) is 0.53, and the coefficient of determination ($\rho^2$) (i.e., the fraction of explained variance) is 0.73. Fig. 4 (Right) also provides a scatter density plot for the 15-min rainfall maps of the 12-d validation data set. The 15-min rainfall depths have been averaged in space. An area size of 81 km² (i.e., 9 km × 9 km, the size of a small city) has been chosen to limit representativeness errors in space and time. The bias is almost zero, CV is 1.13, and $\rho^2$ is 0.49.

**Conclusions**

These results confirm the usefulness of microwave links for real-time rainfall monitoring over large areas. Note that the limitations of the link data provided to us regarding precision (1 dB), temporal sampling protocol (i.e., minimum and maximum power over 15 min), and used spatial interpolation scheme (based on points rather than lines), are by no means optimal. Although some cellular telecommunication networks have a coarser precision or store only one instantaneous value per 15-min period, other networks have a higher precision [e.g., 0.1 dB (8)] and apply more frequent sampling (e.g., every minute). Note that in the tropics links often operate at lower frequencies, typically 7–13 GHz, which can increase errors in rainfall estimates due to the increased nonlinearity of the relationship between rainfall intensity and specific attenuation at lower frequencies (8, 18, 19). Microwave links can also be used to estimate rainfall intensities in regions with high topographic variability, in which case averaged rainfall intensities are obtained over slant paths (20). Preferably, the parameters of the rainfall retrieval algorithm should be recalibrated for rainfall with different characteristics.
i.e., for other regions, climates, and seasons. The International Telecommunication Union recommends values of the coefficients $a$ and $b$ for a range of frequencies, to be applied globally (21). These coefficients depend relatively little on temperature and drop size distribution (22).

The use of cellular communication networks for rainfall measurement fits into a broader development where sensors are used for monitoring environmental variables for which they have not specifically been designed. For instance, GPS-based measurements from ground-based receivers and satellites in low-earth orbits (e.g., refs. 23 and 24) can be used to retrieve atmospheric water vapor, and Mode-S observations from tracking and ranging air traffic control radars contain information on wind and temperature (25).

Monitoring rainfall using cellular telecommunication networks could provide a great opportunity to reduce fatalities and economic loss, e.g., by improving flood early warning systems (26). This is particularly important for densely populated delta regions where rainfall information is crucial for operational water management (27). We therefore hope that this research report will contribute to persuading cellular communication companies worldwide to provide received signal level (RSL) data from their radio link networks free of charge for both research purposes and other applications of societal relevance. Perhaps (inter)national legislation could also help to achieve this goal.

Materials and Methods

Data from a cellular communication network have been shown to be suitable for quantitative precipitation estimation in an urban area in The Netherlands (8). Several modifications have been made to the reported algorithms, particularly to improve their applicability in real time over large areas. In addition, a filter has been developed to remove outliers. A modified methodology is applied to distinguish between wet and dry spells and to convert minimum and maximum received signal levels to maximum and minimum attenuation, respectively (8). A 15-min interval is labeled wet if the mutual decrease in minimum received powers of nearby links in the same interval exceeds two thresholds based on the fact that rain is spatially correlated (29, 30). A filter is used to remove outliers in attenuation due to malfunctioning of link antennas. The principle of this filter is that a link is discarded if the cumulative difference between its specific attenuation and that of the surrounding links over the previous 24 h becomes smaller than $-130$ dB·km$^{-1}$. This criterion is applied to specific attenuation derived from minimum received power. The wet/dry classification algorithm and filter combined lead to a 9% reduction in the number of selected microwave links.

A gauge-adjusted radar dataset is used to calibrate the microwave link rainfall retrieval algorithm and to validate link-based rainfall maps. The quality of a similar radar dataset for another period was found to be high, enabling to derive extreme areal rainfall statistics (31–33). For the calibration, a radar dataset of path-averaged rainfall intensities over each link was constructed (8). Because of the high spatial resolution of radar data (1 km$^2$), they can be used to obtain more representative rainfall measurements along the link path than typical rain gauge network data, which will often not be available in the vicinity of a link due to the relatively low gauge network density, in particular for subdaily durations.

The core of the rainfall retrieval algorithm can be summarized as follows (8). This is the retrieval algorithm used to calculate the path-averaged mean 15-min rainfall intensity:

$$\langle R_{\text{max}} \rangle = \left( R_{\text{max}} - R_{\text{min}} \right) \cdot H(\alpha_{\text{max}} - \alpha_{\text{min}})$$

$$\langle R_{\text{min}} \rangle = \left( R_{\text{max}} - R_{\text{min}} \right) \cdot H(\alpha_{\text{max}} - \alpha_{\text{min}})$$

$$\langle R \rangle = \alpha \langle R_{\text{max}} \rangle + (1 - \alpha) \langle R_{\text{min}} \rangle$$

where ($R_{\text{max}}$) and ($R_{\text{min}}$) are the maximum and minimum path-averaged rainfall intensities (in millimeters per hour), $H$ is the Heaviside function (if the argument of $H$ is smaller than zero, $H = 0$; else, $H = 1$), $\alpha$ is the attenuation due to wet antennas (in decibels), and $\alpha$ is a coefficient that determines the contribution of the minimum and maximum rainfall intensity during a 15-min period. The effect of wet antenna attenuation is hence assumed to be constant. Values of coefficients $a$ and $b$ used in this study are those derived from measured drop size distributions (34). Daily link-based rainfall depths are compared with gauge-adjusted radar retrievals to calibrate the rainfall retrieval algorithm. A 12-d calibration data set from June and July 2011 was used to obtain optimal values: 0.33 for $a$ and 2.3 dB for $b$. Using these optimal values, mean 15-min rainfall intensities are calculated for each link and time step for the 12-d validation data set from June, August, and September 2011.

Ordinary kriging is used here to obtain 15-min rainfall maps because it is ideally suited for dealing with heterogeneously distributed data locations. This method requires a variogram model. Errors can occur when the estimation of variogram model coefficients would be carried out for each 15-min time step separately. Therefore, a more robust procedure is followed. The sill and range of a spherical variogram model have been expressed as a function of duration (1–24 h) and day of year using rain gauge data from The Netherlands (30). These relationships are extrapolated to 15 min. The nugget is set equal to 0.1 times the sill.
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